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 QUARTER 2014 QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST 

Grant Broadcasting Systems II, LLC 

There follows a listing of the significant issues responded to by WFXR-TV Roanoke/Lynchburg VA, along with the most significant programming 
treatment of those issues for the period April 1, 2014 to June 30, 2014.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which the issues 
appear does not reflect any priority or significance. 
 

Description of 
Issue 

Program/Segment Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment 

Economy/ 
Employment 

FOX 21/27 TEN 
O’CLOCK NEWS 

4/1 10P 
 

60 min. Volvo has announced it will increase production at its assembly plant in 
Dublin, creating about 200 new jobs. 

Health/ 
Education 

FOX 21/27 TEN 
O’CLOCK NEWS 

4/9 10P 
 

60 min. Modeled after Ted Talks, Hope Talks will feature more than a dozen 
different speakers who have had cancer touch them in some way. 

Safety/ 
Environment 

FOX 21/27 TEN 
O’CLOCK NEWS 

4/23 10P 
 

60 min. First responders and local hospital workers and police departments and 
HazMat teams from across our area will take part in a full-scale 
hazardous material drill. 

Economy FOX 21/27 TEN 
O’CLOCK NEWS 

5/7 10P 60 min. Virginia Tech President Dr. Charles Steger was recognized at a 
luncheon Wednesday for his partnership in Roanoke economic 
development. 

Community 
Improvements 

FOX 21/27 TEN 
O’CLOCK NEWS 

5/12 10P 60 min. The Department of Housing and Urban Development gave the town of 
Wytheville about $700,000 to revitalize its downtown area. Leaders plan 
to give storefronts a makeover, improve sidewalks, and add more 
signage. 

Schools FOX 21/27 TEN 
O’CLOCK NEWS 

5/16 10P 
 

60 min. Bedford County Schools The goal of the efficiency study is to identify 
opportunities to reduce costs in non-instructional areas to allow school 
divisions to channel any such savings into instruction. 

Schools FOX 21/27 TEN 
O’CLOCK NEWS 

6/2 10P 
 

60 min. Roanoke City School Superintendent Dr. Rita Bishop announced 
William Fleming is fully accredited at graduation Friday. The state 
accreditation ratings come out in the fall and then it will be official. 
Bishop acknowledged it has been a four-year struggle for Fleming, 
which was previously investigated by the Department of Education for a 
SOL cheating scandal. Five years ago, city graduation rates were at just 
59 percent. Bishop credits principal Archie Freeman and his team for 
turning the school around. 

Community 
Events 

FOX 21/27 TEN 
O’CLOCK NEWS 

6/6 10P 60 min. June 6, 2014, is the 70th anniversary of the D-Day invasion of 
Normandy, France. Hundreds of D-Day and WWII vets from all around 
the world will be in Bedford today to commemorate the historic day. 

Environment FOX 21/27 TEN 
O’CLOCK NEWS 

6/17 10P 60 min. Franklin County's landfill is undergoing a $5.1 million expansion project, 
which includes a number of components that will make the new landfill 
location more environmentally friendly. 
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Economy/ 
Employment 

FOX 21/27 TEN 
O’CLOCK NEWS 

6/26 10P 60 min. Walmart plans to build three new stores across the Roanoke Valley. 
Developers hope the Neighborhood Markets help better serve 
customers. Local business owners said a Walmart could bring new life 
to the community. For instance, Matrix Nails is next to the old Kroger 
building which is expected to be replaced by a Walmart. Matrix Nails 
owners said they saw a 10 percent decrease in profits after Kroger 
closed a few years ago. 

Economy/ 
Local Business 

FOX 21/27 TEN 
O’CLOCK NEWS 

6/27 10P 60 min. The U.S. men's soccer team is through to the knockout round next 
week, and businesses are happy about the success. The Lyric Theater 
in downtown Blacksburg showed the game Thursday against Germany, 
and more than 400 people showed up. The first game of the tournament 
landed about 300 people at the venue, which was more than twice what 
organizers with the New River United Soccer Association expected. 

Community/ 
Safety Issues 

FOX 21/27 MORNING 
NEWS 

4/7 7A 120 min. The town of Christiansburg will begin using a new automated trash 
collection today.Instead of town employees manually dumping trash into 
trucks, one operator will control a mechanical arm that will lift and empty 
the new 96-gallon wheeled carts from their curbside spot on collection 
day and empty the contents into the garbage truck. Town officials say 
it's more efficient and will cut back on worker's compensation claims.  

Safety 
Education 

FOX 21/27 MORNING 
NEWS 

4/11 7A 120 min. In an effort to educate families about the potential safety threats that 
exist online and through cell phone use, the Roanoke Police Department 
organized a Danger of Social Media event. 

Local Business FOX 21/27 MORNING 
NEWS 

5/2 7A 120 min. There's a new business inside CoLab in Grandin Village called 
Community Sourced Capital. The company started in Seattle and has 
now expanded to Virginia. Community Sourced Capital works to get 
other businesses loans ranging from $5,000 to $25,000. Viva la 
Cupcake says they want to buy a trailer so they can take their cupcakes 
to festivals and catering events. "The next step that we need to take is 
to be out more and have a safe way where the cupcakes stay nice and 
cool and fresh and we can deliver to different festivals and different 
events that we've been invited to and had to say no to," said Viva la 
Cupcake owner Pennie Ahuero. She turned to Brent Cochran and 
Community Sourced Capital who will give a loan to the bakery after 
money is raised in the Roanoke Valley. Here's how it works: The 
business pays a $250 fee to get started and pays a percent of its 
revenue and $100 back every month until the loan is paid off. 
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Community 
Service 

FOX 21/27 MORNING 
NEWS 

5/8 7A 120 min. A handful of doctors give their time and expertise to help disabled 
military members after they get home, but before their application is 
approved by the Veterans Administration. 

Human Interest FOX 21/27 MORNING 
NEWS 

5/14 7A 120 min. A Roanoke family is putting their home up for sale by owner to raise 
money to adopt more children. Lauren and Steven Siler adopted their 7-
year-old daughter Tigist from Ethiopia in November 2013. She enjoys 
riding a bike, finished kindergarten home school classes, and is 
constantly smiling. The Silers have been approved to adopt up to three 
more children. This time, they will be adopting from the Congo. The 
process is expensive, and they have to come up with $53,000, which is 
why they are selling their southwest Roanoke home, what they say is 
their biggest expense. Instead, the couple will rent a home. 

Community 
Safety 

FOX 21/27 MORNING 
NEWS 

5/27 7A 120 min. The Roanoke Valley-Alleghany Regional Commission had a survey on 
its website for people to fill out about the areas they feel should have 
more sidewalks and crossways. 

Health/ 
Education/ 
Awareness 

FOX 21/27 MORNING 
NEWS 

6/3 7A 120 min. The Blue Ridge Autism and Achievement Center plans to add four new 
classrooms and a living center. The expansion will allow the school to 
take on up to 40 new students. 

Economy/ 
Employment 

FOX 21/27 MORNING 
NEWS 

6/13 7A 120 min. Once built, the grocery store will serve as an anchor to help attract new 
businesses. It will also help to bring new customers to the two existing 
stores, Matrix Nails salon and the Rescue Mission Thrift Store. 

Budget FOX 21/27 MORNING 
NEWS 

6/23 7A 120 min. Governor Terry McAuliffe will sign Virginia's budget into law, but will 
vetoseven key items. The governor will veto the medicaid amendment 
that would required the general assembly to approve any type of 
expansion. During a nearlythirty minute news conference, Mcauliffe 
vowed to find other ways to expand medicaid without help from the 
general assembly. McAuliffe went on to pledge to have some sort of 
plan in place by September 1. 

Community 
Service 

FOX 21/27 MORNING 
NEWS 

6/27 7A 120 min. Many people in our area struggle with not being able to afford food 
every day. The people behind Feeding America Southwest Virginia are 
working to help the hungry, but they need your help to do it. 

Politics FOX NEWS SUNDAY 4/6 9A 60 min. Guests: Rep. Michael McCaul, R-Texas, Sen. Tim Kaine, D-Va., 
Michael Hayden 
Topic: Pulse signals from deep in the Indian Ocean offer new hope in 
the hunt for that Malaysian airplane and searching for a motive, after a 
soldier opens fire at Fort Hood again. 
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Politics FOX NEWS SUNDAY 4/13 9A 60 min. Guests: Sen. Tim Scott, Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse, Rep. Sander Levin, 
Rep. Charles Boustany 
Topic: Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, the president's nomination of the 
Budget Director Sylvia Burwell to replace her and where ObamaCare 
goes from here  Then, Republican leaders pursue criminal charges 
against Lois Lerner for her role in the IRS targeting scandal. 

Politics FOX NEWS SUNDAY 4/20 9A 60 min. Guests: Cardinal Donald Wuerl, Amb. Sergey Kislyak 
Topic: The U.S. helps broker a deal between Russia and Ukraine and a 
look this Easter Sunday at the impact of a Catholic Church's leader in 
his first year. 

Politics FOX NEWS SUNDAY 4/27 9A 60 min. Guests: Jennifer Gratz, Shanta Driver, Gov. Mike Pence 
Topic: The Supreme Court’s decision to side with Michigan which along 
with seven other states has banned public universities from using race 
as a factor in college admissions. 

Politics FOX NEWS SUNDAY 5/4 9A 60 min. Guests: Rep. Adam Schiff, Sen. Kelly Ayotte, Fred Smith, Robert Wolf 
Topic: House Republicans will have a select committee investigate 
Benghazi, after newly released emails raised more questions about the 
White House response and an anemic first quarter economic growth 
with good jobs numbers reignites the debate over the state of our 
economy. 

Politics FOX NEWS SUNDAY 5/11 9A 60 min. Guests: Amb. John Campbell, Shiza Shahid, Rep. Trey Gowdy, Rep. 
Xavier Becerra, Geno Auriemma 
Topic: House Republicans name members of the select committee to 
investigate Benghazi. But will Democrats participate? And with 
Republicans investigating Benghazi and citing IRS official Lois Lerner 
for contempt, Democrats dismiss it as conspiracy week. 

Politics FOX NEWS SUNDAY 5/18 9A 60 min. Guests: Dick & Lynne Cheney, Karl Rove, Ryan Galucci, Dr. Sam 
Foote, Scott Reed 
Topic: Former Vice President Dick Cheney and his wife, Lynne, in their 
first joint interview since leaving the White House. Then, Karl Rove 
sparks a controversy over Hillary Clinton's health. 

Politics FOX NEWS SUNDAY 5/25 9A 60 min. Guests: Derek Bennett, Dr. Margaret Moxness, Sen. Kelly Ayotte 
Topic: Growing frustration on the right and left with President Obama's 
response to the V.A. scandal. And Russia vows to respect the outcome 
of today's presidential election in Ukraine despite deadly attacks by pro-
Russian rebels. 
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Politics FOX NEWS SUNDAY 6/1 9A 60 min. Guests: Rep. Jeff Miller, Dr. Sam Foote, Reince Priebus, Sen. Claire 
McCaskill 
Topic: Hillary Clinton launches her new book and a possible campaign 
for president and embattled Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki 
steps down. 

Politics FOX NEWS SUNDAY  6/8 9A 60 min. Guests: Former Attorney General Michael Mukasey, Retired four-star 
General Jack Keane, Josh Cornelison, Cheryl Brandes, Ken Luccioni 
Topic: The firestorm over the deal to trade five Taliban leaders for 
Sergeant Bowe Bergdahl. Today, setting the record straight on what we 
know and the questions still unanswered. 

Politics FOX NEWS SUNDAY 6/15 9A 60 min. Guests: Rep. Mike Rogers, Rep. Tom Price, Rep. Greg Walden, Robert 
De Niro 
Topic: President Obama considers military options in Iraq, as Al Qaeda-
led fighters take over cities and set their sights on Baghdad. Three years 
after U.S. troops left Iraq, we'll discuss how to stop the Islamic jihadists. 

Politics FOX NEWS SUNDAY 6/22 9A 60 min. Guests: Rep. Kevin McCarthy, Cleta Mitchell, Julian Epstein, Howard 
Schultz 
Topic: Kevin McCarthy discusses immigration, spending and the Tea 
Party in his first interview since being elected House majority leader and 
then, fireworks on Capitol Hill. As lawmakers grill the head of the IRS 
over those lost Lois Lerner e-mails. 

Politics FOX NEWS SUNDAY 6/29 9A 60 min. Guests: Rep. Xavier Becerra, D-Calif., Rep. Bob Goodlatte, R-Va., Gen. 
Michael Hayden 
Topic:  A suspect in the Benghazi terror attack is now in federal custody 
outside Washington, and ISIS continues its advance in Iraq, as pressure 
mounts on the embattled government in Baghdad. 

Health THE DOCTORS 4/8 11A 60 min. Men vs. women: Learn how your gender impacts your dreams — and 
what it might mean. Then, a nightmarish sleep disorder that causes 
violent thrashing: Could you be at risk? Plus, get tips for preventing 
bedtime bloat. And, see natural solutions to catch more ZZZs. 

Health THE DOCTORS 4/11 11A 60 min. Lose weight with the power of healthy food! Learn how Dr. Travis Stork’s 
The Doctor’s Diet can help you safely slim down. Plus, reality star and 
designer Jeff Lewis opens up about his obsessive-compulsive 
personality disorder. And, The Doctors share the hottest health 
headlines in the Friday News Feed! 
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Health THE DOCTORS 4/15 11A 60 min. A teenage girl shares her struggle of living with a nerve disorder so 
excruciating that it’s been called the “suicide disease.” Then, a past 
guest who received new prosthetic legs shares how he’s paying it 
forward by helping children meet their medical needs. Plus, learn three 
secrets for saving money on health care! 

Health THE DOCTORS 4/21 11A 60 min. Lose weight eating ice cream? The Doctors weigh in on a sweet new 
diet trend. Then, renowned pastor Miles McPherson helps a couple save 
their strained marriage. Could his motivational message help improve 
your relationship? Plus, when bees attack: Learn essential tips for 
surviving a killer swarm! 

Health THE DOCTORS 5/8 11A 60 min. Is skipping meals a safe way to slim down? The Doctors weigh in on 
intermittent fasting. Then, see how Dr. Travis Stork’s The Doctor’s Diet 
is helping a group of women achieve remarkable weight loss results. 
Plus, a cutting-edge procedure erases neck wrinkles and rejuvenates 
the entire face. Is it right for you? 

Health THE DOCTORS 5/12 11A 60 min. Vital health numbers every woman needs to know, from the time it takes 
for birth control to take effect to the shocking statistics on HPV. Then, 
The Doctors helps solve one woman’s mysterious, 16-year skin 
condition. Plus, learn about a futuristic device that could keep your heart 
beating forever! 

Health THE DOCTORS 5/14 11A 60 min. Should mothers who give birth to drug-addicted babies face jail time? 
The Doctors debate a controversial new law. Then, see how a social 
media snapshot helped detect a young girl’s dangerous eye disorder. 
Plus, from whole grains to fresh fruits, learn which healthy foods pack 
the biggest nutritional punch. 

Health THE DOCTORS 5/19 11A 60 min. Orange tongue? Blue skin? Green stool? Find out what the colors of the 
rainbow could be revealing about your health. Then, see how one 
mother’s selfless act saved her friend’s baby from a deadly liver 
disease. Plus, can strict parenting lead to obese children? The Doctors 
weigh in on surprising new research. 

Health THE DOCTORS 5/23 11A 60 min. From dangerous pool bacteria to deadly lake parasites, learn the risks of 
summer swimming — and get crucial tips for staying safe in the water. 
Plus, a simple home remedy for soothing swimmer’s ear. And, detoxify 
your body and lose weight … with salt water? Get the skinny on a trendy 
new cleanse. 
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Health THE DOCTORS 6/5 11A 60 min. From the laundry room to the bedroom, The Doctors reveal household 
items that could be harming your health. Then, why knowing your 
family’s medical history could save your life! Plus, a high-tech treatment 
for tendonitis. And, incredibly bizarre — but true — cases of emergency 
medicine. 

Health THE DOCTORS 6/6 11A 60 min. How does Obamacare affect you? Learn everything you need to know 
about the Affordable Care Act — in just 90 seconds! Plus, hear from 
patients and health care policy experts with opposing views on 
Obamacare. And, The Doctors weigh in on how the hot-button health 
issue impacts them. 

Health THE DOCTORS 6/12 11A 60 min. Wrongfully accused of child abuse: Two couples share harrowing stories 
of how a medical misdiagnosis caused them to lose custody of their 
babies. Then, suffering from persistent knee pain? See how cutting-
edge, GPS-like technology is being used to provide a precise surgical 
solution. 

Health THE DOCTORS 6/16 11A 60 min. The Doctors debate the pros and cons of a powerful new prescription 
painkiller. Then, one mother shares her inspirational story of overcoming 
skin cancer. Plus, see a groundbreaking technique for eradicating brain 
tumors. And, how an amputee drummer adapted to life with one hand — 
without missing a beat! 

Health THE DOCTORS 6/27 11A 60 min. Hounded by headaches? Miffed by muscle cramps? The Doctors share 
food fixes for your most bothersome body ailments! Plus, meet a woman 
who says certain foods helped cure her debilitating digestive disorder. 
And, The Doctors weigh in on a controversial “hands-off” approach to 
parenting. 

Health/Family STEVE HARVEY 4/7 2P 60 min. Steve welcomes back his all star panel pageant coach Kim Gravel, 
reality star Countess Luann and Judge Lynn Toller to break down what’s 
trending today, from the newest social media craze to parenting truths 
and celebrity news! Then it’s happy hour with “The Hungry Girl” Lisa 
Lillien, who shares recipes for waistline friendly snacks and drinks! And 
Steve introduces MADD Rhythms, a local dance troupe making a 
difference in their underserved community, and they take the stage for 
their very first broadcast performance! Plus, these moms invented safety 
products every family needs! And Steve meets a woman from St. Louis 
who holds the Guinness World Record for loudest burps! 
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Health/ 
Relationships 

STEVE HARVEY 4/9 2P 60 min. Steve helps a woman ask her fiancé something big so big that it may 
change their entire relationship! She wants him to give her $38,000 for 
plastic surgery! Then Steve reveals a millionaire mom whose passion for 
feeding her kids healthy food became a multi million dollar business! 
She shares how she did it and Steve breaks down the three key steps 
she followed to achieve success! And do women cheat more than men? 
Three female cheaters talk openly about their betrayals! Sex and 
relationship therapist Dr. Laura Berman weighs in on women who cheat 
and why! Plus, it’s an emotional surprise for an audience member when 
his wife surprises him with news of her pregnancy!  

Family & 
Romantic 
Relationships 

STEVE HARVEY 4/16 2P 60 min. Steve helps a single mom who says she doesn’t know the first thing 
about being a man! Steve gives her son a one on one lesson in the art 
of manhood find out how their chat inspires him to mentor his little 
brother! Then meet the hilarious cast of “Haunted House 2” when Steve 
shares laughs with Marlon Wayans, Gabriel Iglesias and Affion Crockett! 
And are you addicted to social media? Psychotherapist Dr. Robbie 
Ludwig polls Steve’s audience to see who is addicted, then reveals 
steps to help unplug! Plus, “Dunk an Ex” week continues with a woman 
who wants to wash away her last relationship!  

Health STEVE HARVEY 4/21 2P 60 min. Four self proclaimed nerds who have no luck with the ladies turn to 
Steve for help finding love! Find out what happens when Steve sets 
them up with four women, then breaks down their dating mistakes! Then 
Steve brings in Dr. Leigh Erin Connealy for a spring 2014 allergy 
forecast, plus tips for home remedies that ease common seasonal 
allergy symptoms! And Steve helps a woman whose husband can’t 
stand her cooking and it’s causing stress in their marriage! Plus, Steve 
reveals the foods from his childhood that he vows never to eat again!  

Parenting STEVE HARVEY 5/2 2P 60 min. Steve sits down with the cast of “Chrisley Knows Best” one of 2014’s 
most talked about reality shows! Known for his strict parenting style, 
patriarch Todd Chrisley shares some tips for other parents struggling 
with their kids! And animal activist Beth Stern talks about her passion for 
rescue pets, including over 50 cats she and husband Howard have had 
in their own home! Beth introduces some adorable rescue dogs in need 
of a home! Then, Steve helps a single woman trying to create a space 
she can call home on a budget! Find out how set designer Mikel Welch 
uses thrift store finds to completely transform a living room! Plus, Steve 
reveals the hot new trend for prom edible corsages!  
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Relationships STEVE HARVEY 5/7 2P 60 min. Steve helps a wife whose husband doesn’t appreciate or support her! 
Can this military man handle running their home with four kids when she 
goes on strike? Then, Steve’s got the hottest Mother’s Day gift ideas, 
from customized jewelry to the latest tech gadgets, and he’s sharing 
them with everyone! And two women who survived death defying 
medical crises tell Steve about literally seeing the light and how their 
kids brought them back to life! Plus, Steve shares a viral video that 
shows some kids have a strong opinion on getting a new baby brother 
or sister! 

Relationships STEVE HARVEY 5/16 2P 60 min. In preparation for his best selling book’s sequel, “Think Like a Man Too,” 
Steve hosts a ladies’ lunch for single women who read his first book but 
still have unanswered questions! Things get candid when these women 
ask Steve about online dating, the 90 day pledge, how to deal with exes, 
and cheating! Then Steve shares a good news story how did skipping 
school make these boys into heroes? And the stars of AMC’s 
“Freakshow” reveal their most incredible oddities, tricks and live 
creatures! Plus, a woman with 25 years in the armed forces shares her 
biggest lessons, including what kept her going while raising three 
children during her military service. And Steve reveals Chicago’s most 
extreme Bloody Mary cocktails one is topped with grilled cheese, sushi 
and bacon!  

Technology/ 
Invention 

STEVE HARVEY 5/22 2P 60 min. An 8 year old girl from the Silicon Valley comes to Steve for help with 
her tech-obsessed parents! Steve’s got a solution to help them 
disconnect, but will they survive a vacation from technology in a remote 
log cabin? Then Ben Lyons reveals the hottest summer flicks and which 
blockbuster films you can’t miss! And three moms turned inventors 
showcase their creations that just might change your life! Plus, Steve 
shares how women can put his principles into action with tips for the first 
three months of dating from “Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man: 
Expanded Edition.” And find out how even the worst cooks can make 
magic in the kitchen with the Golden Goose invention!  
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Health/ 
Addiction/ 
Relationships 

STEVE HARVEY 6/2 2P 60 min. With his “United Dates of America” series, Steve helps the worst daters 
in the country! Today he meets a woman from Minnesota who says 
she’s a true dating disaster, so Steve’s cameras follow her on a date to 
prove she’s coming on too strong! Then “Steve the Tester” checks out 
the latest gadgets for the season and decides if you should use them, or 
lose them! And Steve introduces Michael Dadashi, a leading 
entrepreneur and a recovering heroin addict, who is using his recovery 
to help others struggling with addiction. See the emotional surprise 
thank you he gets from three people whose lives he changed for the 
better! And check out the incredible talents of pro trick shot pool player 
Florian, a.k.a. Venom!  

Parenting STEVE HARVEY 6/5 2P 60 min. Steve talks to overprotective moms labeled “fighter jet moms” because 
they take hovering over their kids to another level! Steve’s hidden 
cameras put one mom to the test when her kids are forced to handle 
awkward situations without her! Clinical psychologist Dr. John Duffy 
weighs in on the pros and cons of overprotective parenting. Then, Steve 
welcomes an inspiring new hero from Chicago’s tough west side 
neighborhood and there’s a surprise in store for him! Plus, Steve shares 
how keeping in touch with an old flame could be dangerous as he 
decodes what exes really mean when texting!  Find out his top text 
messages NOT to send to your ex!  

Life 
Management 

STEVE HARVEY 6/6 2P 60 min. Six time best selling author, motivational speaker and millionaire 
entrepreneur Lisa Nichols tells the story behind her rise to success after 
being a poverty stricken single mom! She shares tips for turning your life 
around and helps one viewer who desperately wants to change! Then 
Steve’s daughter Morgan, a certified chef, reveal s a list of foreign foods 
that have gotten worse for you here in America! And prom season is 
here and Steve’s setting up a girl basketball player who is always 
overlooked by boys he pulls out all the stops for her dream prom, 
including surprise date Jahlil Okafor! Plus, Steve revisits all the 2014 
Harvey’s Heroes who are doing incredible, inspiring things thanks to 
Green Dot! 

Health/Family 
Relationships 

STEVE HARVEY 6/19 2P 60 min. Steve meets a woman who says her 22 year old twins refuse to move 
out of her house! Find out what happens when Steve sets them up for a 
lesson in independence! Then clinical psychologist and family therapist 
Dr. John Duffy shares his three week plan to help grown kids grow up! 
And Steve tests out a new device that is taking the workout world by 
storm! Plus, see who knows the realities of weight loss best. 
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Health STEVE HARVEY 6/23 2P 60 min. Master Challenge” with “Today” nutritionist Joy Bauer! And Steve shares 
the wackiest headlines about people under the influence of unexpected 
things! Steve takes a husband to swagger school, revealing tips on 
dressing with style and treating a lady right! Then “Today” show 
nutritionist Joy Bauer shows Steve common household items that could 
be making you fat! Find out the simple changes you can make at home 
to help you lose weight! And Steve answers a single mom S.O.S. from a 
woman whose overprotective sons are getting in the way of her love life! 
Can he get them to accept that she’s ready for dating? And the next viral 
dance craze is from right here in Chicago meet the creator of “D-Low 
Shuffle!”  

 


